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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The leading preventable cause of death in the United States is cigarette use 

(Sherman & Primack, 2009).  Efforts to keep people from starting cigarette use have 

historically been directed at adolescents.  The American Cancer Society considers this 

effort crucial because 90% of adult smokers say they picked up the habit before age 18 

(Haugen, 2005).  To that end, researchers and anti-smoking activists are looking for 

additional means that can help limit adolescent smoking initiation. 

One issue that continues to receive attention is what role the media play in 

adolescents deciding to start smoking.  Much of that attention (and the focus of this 

study) is centered on movies.  Adolescents (within the age group of 12-24 year-olds), 

makes up 22% of the total population, but disproportionately represents 27% of all 

moviegoers and 41% of frequent moviegoers (MPAA, 2007).  The 12-24 year-old age 

group dominates movie attendance, equaling 48 million moviegoers yearly (MPAA).  As 

smoking is portrayed in the movies that adolescents view, it is important to study the 

impact such portrayals may have on smoking initiation.  This research study will examine 

how smoking has been portrayed in movies and how such portrayals have contributed to 

influencing adolescents about smoking.  Content analysis will be used to inventory 

depictions of smoking in movies in order to better understand the potential impact of 

smoking in movies on adolescent behavior.  Key to this study is the work of Bandura 

related to the Rocky and Johnny films, in which he found that modeling is more likely to
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 take place when the character exhibiting the tested behavior is rewarded for engaging in 

that behavior (Bandura, 1971). 

Background 

Adolescent Smoking 

While smoking among high school students has declined from an all-time high of 

36% in 1997, the rate of decline slowed after 2003 (“New CDC Survey Finds First 

Increase in High School Smoking Since 1997”, 2006).  In 2008, 13% of teenagers 

smoked once a month (Brody, 2008).  This reaffirmed earlier data that the downward 

trend had leveled out (Wahlberg, 2004).  In 2009, 54% of high school students reported 

they had tried cigarette smoking and 16% of high schoolers had smoked a whole cigarette 

before the age of 13 (Sherman & Primack, 2009). 

Although the number of adolescents who have begun smoking has decreased 

since 1997, officials still reported that more than 2,000 people under the age of 18 start 

smoking every day (“Preventing Tobacco Use”, 2005).  It is estimated that if this pattern 

continues, 6.4 million of today’s adolescents will die prematurely of smoking-related 

diseases (“Preventing Tobacco Use”, 2005). 

Fear of consequences of smoking (e.g., cancer and premature death) has been 

used as a tool to discourage adolescents from beginning a smoking habit.  Studies have 

shown, though, that other forces – peer pressure, parental models and media exposure 

(such as ads or movie portrayals) - may override the “smoking is dangerous” theme 

(Evans, 1978; Evans, et al., 1981).  A contributing factor may be the promotion of “light” 

and “low tar” cigarettes by the tobacco industry, which could be interpreted by 
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consumers as “safer” cigarettes, even though no evidence exists that such cigarettes 

deliver less tar (Wakefield, Flay, Nichter, & Giovino, 2003).   

As adolescents grow older, medical expenditures attributed to smoking will begin 

to accumulate.  Currently, those costs total more than $75 billion per year for all smokers 

in the U.S.  Fourteen percent of all Medicaid expenditures are for smoking-related 

illnesses (“Preventing Tobacco Use”, 2005).  Additionally, lost productivity due to 

smoking costs the U.S. an estimated $92 billion per year (“Preventing Tobacco Use”, 

2005).  The most effective way of cutting these costs is to reduce the number of smokers.  

Given that 80% of adults who smoke began before they were 18, dissuading adolescents 

from taking up the habit could significantly affect costs associated with lost productivity 

(“Preventing Tobacco Use”).  

Role of Media 

As early as the 1930s, there have been concerns about the effect motion pictures 

have on children.  The Payne Fund studies underwrote, among others, the work of 

Charters who, in 1933’s Motion Pictures and Youth, explained that “… the motion 

picture situation is very complicated.  It is one among many influences which mold the 

experience of children” (p. 61). Charters’ work aligned with that of other members of his 

research group, which generally acknowledged that movies were influential but took care 

when drawing conclusions (Jarvis, 1991).  

The tobacco industry spends more than $12.4 billion per year marketing its 

products in the U.S. (Tobacco Ad Gallery, 2009).  A large component of this activity is 

contained in print media and follows specific guidelines that have been set out by federal 

officials.  In 1972, a movie producer noted in his letter soliciting payment by a tobacco 
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company for product placement that “Film is better than any commercial that has been 

run on television or in any magazine, because the audience is totally unaware of any 

sponsor involvement” (Smoke Free Movies, para. 1).  This underscores the fact that while 

specific product placement of tobacco products in movies has been outlawed, there are no 

regulations about tobacco use that may result from creative and directorial decisions.   

The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) revised its rating system in 

May 2007 to factor in smoking portrayals.  The revised system takes into account (a)the 

pervasiveness of smoking (although the system does not define what constitutes 

pervasiveness), (b)whether smoking is glamorized or not through on-screen portrayals, 

and (c)the context (historical or not) in which smoking occurs as part of determining a 

movie’s rating (MPAA, 2007).  The change in the rating system does acknowledge the 

issue of adolescent initiation of smoking.  "There is broad awareness of smoking as a 

unique public health concern due to nicotine's highly addictive nature, and no parent 

wants their child to take up the habit," stated Dan Glickman, MPAA chair and CEO 

(Hitti, 2007, para. 4).  Critics, though, contend that the revised system does not go far 

enough.  Dr. Cheryl Heaton, president of the American Legacy Foundation, said “It’s an 

anemic response” (Cieply, 2007, para. 6).  “I’m glad it’s finally an issue they’re taking 

up, but what they’re proposing does not go far enough and is not going to make a 

difference,” said Kori Titus, spokeswoman for Breathe California, which opposes film 

images of tobacco use that might encourage young people to start smoking (“MPAA 

Makes Smoking”, 2007, para. 6).  Anti-smoking groups continue to lobby for tougher 

regulations in terms of the MPAA rating system and smoking portrayals. 
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The MPAA change did not go as far as guidelines envisioned by critics in earlier 

efforts calling for the introduction of regulations that would mandate movies featuring 

tobacco usage be given an “R” rating, just as they would if they exhibited violence, adult 

language or sexual themes (“Rate smoking movies “R”, 2004).  While movie industry 

critics have repeatedly stated that movies depicting tobaccos usage are hazardous to the 

health of adolescents, Hollywood executives have expressed concerns about censorship 

(Dutka, 1996). 

Significance of Study 

Several justifications can be offered for a study of how smoking behaviors are 

portrayed in modern movies.  The first justification is that the study will provide a 

foundational inventory of smoking behaviors as portrayed in recent movies.  It is not 

enough to merely count how many times actors light up on screen.  There are a myriad of 

reasons why adolescents make the decision to begin smoking (or decide not to begin) that 

have been categorized.  To better understand possible influences of cinematic tobacco use 

on adolescent smoking, it is necessary to examine (and categorize) smoking incidents in 

movies.   

A second justification of this study is that it will contribute to the body of research 

that will be necessary if further regulatory restrictions on movies are pursued.  The study 

will provide data integral to the debate over whether movies should receive an “R” rating 

if they contain smoking behaviors by assessing what the prevalence is of those behaviors.  

By establishing a clearly defined, quantified method of analyzing movies and then 

amassing the data, the study will help move the argument from an emotional basis to a 

scientific one.  
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A third justification of this study is the contribution it could make in the area of 

smoking-related illnesses.  If the study fosters an understanding of the possible 

connection between smoking in movies and the initiation of smoking by adolescents and, 

in turn, provokes new regulations that may reduce the number of new smokers, the 

impact on smoking-related illnesses could be significant. 

A fourth justification is the examination, through comparison, of whether there 

was a measurable difference in the amount of smoking behaviors that were depicted in 

movies before the MPAA’s 2007 policy change and after.  Since it is not the case that 

smoking behaviors earn a movie an automatic “R” rating (which would likely be a major 

deterrent), then it would meaningful to understand how many movies still contained 

depictions of smoking after the 2007 policy change.  This topic would also consider the 

notion that pre-2007 movies are still readily available to adolescent viewers through 

either rental outlets or in-home media outlets.  

Finally, the study will shine a light on the portrayal of smoking in movies that 

may serve to further enlighten the motion picture industry.  The study will provide a 

realistic assessment of such portrayals’ roles in smoking initiation to those who may be 

too close to the subject to see its real impact or size.  By examining the industry’s 

smoking portrayals, this study may serve as the next step in movie producers and 

directors reassessing creative decisions in terms of potential social consequences.  This 

study will provide a fact-based appraisal, absent the arguments of censorship and creative 

control that have colored discussions of smoking in movies up to now. 
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Summary 

Following on this chapter’s introductory material, the literature review in Chapter 

2 will provide a review of previous work relevant to the topic, including (a) content 

analysis of movies, (b) the general concept of product placement along with specific 

research concerning product placement related to tobacco and smoking, and (c) 

adolescent demographics and psychographics and how they shape marketing directed at 

adolescents.  The theoretical frameworks of social learning theory and social modeling 

will be examined, along with reviews of classic studies performed in those areas being 

discussed in terms of their impact and applicability to smoking initiation.  Chapter 3 will 

define and discuss the methodology that will be employed in the study, which will be a 

content analysis of leading movies, coding them in regards to the portrayal of smoking 

behaviors.  Chapter 4 will discuss the findings of the study, detailing the coding results in 

relation to the research questions.  Chapter 5 will discuss the implications of the findings 

in terms of their significance in the overall discussion of smoking in movies and social 

modeling.  This will include limitations of the study and suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter will examine previous work that has been done in topics related to 

this study, including (a) social expectations and modeling, (b) factors effecting smoking 

onset and adolescent smoking behavior, and (c) portrayals of tobacco products in media, 

including a discussion of product placement.  

Social Expectations and Modeling 

A theory germane to this study is that of social expectations.  DeFleur (as cited by 

Lowery & DeFleur, 1995) advanced the concept of social expectations which embodied 

the premise that television viewers of all kinds learned the patterns of social organization 

of all kinds of groups – their norms, roles, ranking systems, and social controls – even if 

they have never been members or never will be.  Duran and Prusank (1997) examined 

social expectations as they studied the notion that individuals may turn to media sources 

for information on how to behave in terms of societal norms and expectations.   

It would be reasonable to ascribe this same idea to moviegoers and further suggest 

that the prevalence of products and their usage in a movie could be part and parcel of the 

pattern of social organization (i.e., everyone in the movies smokes so that must be how 

the world is).  Studies have shown that the incidence of smoking in movies may be 

related to a finding that adolescents highly at risk of becoming smokers grossly 

overestimate the actual extent of smoking among their peers (Chassin, Presson, Sherman, 

Corty & Olshavsky, 1984).  This overestimation also relates to the previous concept of 
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shaping the pattern of social organization and the study explored the concept that 

smoking prevention programs needed to be more attuned to the characteristics of the 

adolescents at risk of smoking. 

Another study showed that adolescents with high exposure to smoking in movies 

are about three times as likely to try smoking as those with limited exposure (Heatherton 

& Sargent, 2009).  In that study, the authors set out the argument that “… media also 

have a profound impact on the adolescent self-concept: They shape views of what is 

‘cool,’ what is attractive, and what is grown-up—all things that adolescents are trying to 

be“ (p. 63).  The authors went on to extend the argument to the notion that media can also 

affect other behaviors, including the initiation of smoking. 

Similarly, it has been shown that the presence of smoking in movies can be seen 

as a cue that smoking is appropriate and can actually increase smoking among smokers 

(Lochbuehler, Peters, Scholte & Engels, 2010).  The study showed that those already pre-

disposed to smoking would smoke more, immediately after seeing smoking behaviors in 

movies.  Multiple studies identified smoking in movies as one of the causes for an 

increase in the prevalence of smoking among adolescents (Dalton et al., 2003, Distefan, 

Pierce & Gilpin, 2004, Charlsworth & Glantz, 2005). 

Another theory to be examined in the context of tobacco appearances is that of 

modeling.  Bandura’s work on modeling is relevant to the persuasion of media audiences 

(as cited in Balasubramanian, 1994).  Where social learning theory posits that people 

learn through observations of others in their environments, modeling goes further to say 

that people acquire behaviors through observation, particularly through consumption of 

media (Balasubramanian, 1994).   
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Early research done on modeling focused on exposure to aggressive behavior and 

how such exposure affects children (Bandura, 1971).  In the Rocky and Johnny films 

study, Bandura observed that children who had witnessed aggressive behavior being 

rewarded tended to imitate that behavior when given the opportunity.  Children who had 

witnessed aggressive behavior being punished, however, did not imitate that behavior.  

Ultimately, though, when subjects were offered rewards for reproducing the aggressive 

acts, all groups showed a high and uniform degree of learning (Bandura, 1971).  

Similarly, the work of Liebert, Neale and Davidson (1973) provided evidence that 

children can and do imitate aggression they see on television. 

The connection to the initiation of the use of tobacco products could be that the 

viewing of smoking behaviors which are perceived as being desirable (e.g., cool, sexy, or 

positive) will increase the likelihood of those behaviors being acquired by moviegoers.  

Conversely, following Bandura, it might be that witnessing “bad guys” exhibiting 

undesirable smoking behaviors (e.g., uncool, unsexy and negative) could serve as a 

deterrent.  A study that examined the use of social modeling films to deter smoking in 

adolescents showed that junior high school students exposed to anti-smoking films 

smoked less frequently, intended to smoke less frequently and had gained knowledge 

from the films that related to their smoking behavior and intentions (Evans et al., 1981).  

The same study suggested that, for adolescents, factors including models who smoke 

(e.g., parents and relatives) and portrayals in mass media channels have the ability to 

override the belief of adolescents that smoking is dangerous.  It could be argued that the 

delivery of the opposite message (that smoking is desirable) could also occur through 

tobacco appearances in movies and would likely achieve similar results. 
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A related study (Smith, Twum & Gielen, 2009) examined whether news coverage 

of harmful behavior (excessive use of alcohol) among celebrities might present a 

teachable moment that would deter drinking that lead to driving under the influence 

incidents.  The authors suggested that their results indicated that, instead, the media 

coverage served to provide “normalizing” messages that conveyed that the behavior of 

these role models was appropriate.  Another study of alcohol-related content in young 

adults’ magazines found, however, that coverage serves to normalize drinking and to 

construct women who drink as ‘professional, glamorous, good looking, competent and 

sophisticated’ (Lyons et al., 2006).   

Product Demonstration 

Demonstrations of products that use models (or actors in the case of movies) can 

facilitate learning, even more so when there are portrayals of positive consequences 

following the product use (Balasubramanian, 1994).  A correlation has been shown 

between increased tobacco use and increased recognition of cigarette brands by high 

school students (Goldstein, Fisher, Richards, & Creten, 1987).  Kelman (1958) reported 

audiences strive to identify with the model and the message they are delivering.  He 

described this process of identification, suggesting “. . . the individual accepts influence 

because he wants to establish or maintain a satisfying, self-defining relationship to 

another person or a group . . . the individual actually believes in the responses which he 

adopts through identification . . . he adopts the induced behavior because it is associated 

with the desired relationship” (p. 53)  This described relationship is similar to the premise 

that adolescents who want to identify with actors in a movie will imitate those actors, 

perhaps by smoking.  In addressing the effect smoking portrayals in movies might have, 
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Chapman and Davis (1997), referencing that the appearance of a cigarette in a movie 

does not mean just one thing, said that “. . . depending on context and character, 

cigarettes can be used to signify a wide range of meanings, some which might actually 

promote negative associations with smoking.” (p. 270).  In terms of this study, it is 

important to recognize the context in which smoking occurs as it relates to social 

modeling and factors that influence the adolescent’s decision to begin smoking or not. 

Popular Media and Modeling 

While other work has been done that examined topics such as the use of tobacco 

by actresses currently in vogue (Escamilla, Cradock, & Kawachi, 2000) or the 

appearance of tobacco in PG-13 movies (Hazan, Lipton, & Glantz, 1994), there has been 

no research that has cataloged and measured factors that related to social modeling.  

There have been studies that examined adolescents’ perceptions and views of smokers.  

McKennell and Bynner (1969) asked adolescent boys for descriptions of their personal 

ideal image, along with descriptions of the kinds of boys who were smokers and 

nonsmokers.  Boys who were smokers were more often described as being tough and 

adult-like, masculine characteristics that might be considered social assets.  Similar 

findings were reported in a study that asked adolescents to rate photographs of same-age 

smoking models.  Smokers were characterized as having toughness and being of interest 

to the opposite sex (Barton, Chassin, Presson, & Sherman, 1982). 

Botvin, Botvin, and Baker (1983) found that eighth-grade students were likely to 

perceive smokers as “cool,” “tough,” more attractive to the opposite sex and having more 

fun and friends.  Continuing research has shown that adolescents who think of themselves 
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as being brave, cool and tough and see smokers as having those same character traits are 

more likely to smoke (Aloise-Young, Hennigan, & Graham, 1996).   

Pechmann & Shih (1999) conducted a study where ninth-grade students were 

shown the same movie, but one test group saw a version with smoking scenes intact 

while the other group saw a version in which the smoking scenes had been edited out.  

Students who viewed the smoking scenes were (a) more likely to indicate that they might 

smoke and (b) more likely to associate smokers as being smarter, more successful, more 

fit and more athletic.  Follow-up research with unedited movies showed that smoking was 

twice as likely to begin with those whose self-image lined up most closely with the 

smokers in movies and that smoking was more likely to continue for those who had 

already experimented with smoking (Goldberg, 2003). These findings suggested a 

developmental shift in smoking attitudes over time, since sixth-grade students once 

perceived smokers as “uptight,” “show-offs,” and as “looking stupid” (Botvin, Botvin, 

Michela, Baker & Filazzola, 1983). 

If the premise that the appearance of tobacco products in movies can be 

considered advertising per se, then the effect upon shaping adolescent smoking behaviors 

is worth noting.  Research supported the argument that students in the initial stages of the 

smoking onset process were selectively attending to cigarette advertisements (Botvin, 

Botvin, Michela, & Filazzola, 1991).  The connections between adolescent perceptions of 

smoking and the portrayals seen in movies suggest that a thorough review of the 

frequency with which the portrayals appear (and in what context) will serve as a needed 

foundation for future research. 
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Product Placement 

The use of cigarettes by characters appearing in movies is a common form of 

product placement.  The concept of product placement is fairly straightforward: 

Manufacturers strive to have their products appear in movies and television shows.  One 

definition of product placement stated that it is “a paid product message aimed at 

influencing movie (or television) audiences via the planned and unobtrusive entry of a 

branded product into a movie (or television program)” (Balasubramanian, 1994, p.30).  

Another definition stated product placement “is the compensated inclusion of branded 

products or brand identifiers, through audio and/or visual means, within mass media 

programming” (Karrh, 1998, p. 33).  In both definitions, placement is regarded as being 

the result of planned and compensated appearances of products. 

Some of the earliest product placement activities involved cigarette firms working 

to influence Hollywood in the 1920s, with the anticipated result of actors and actresses 

smoking in movies (Schudson, 1984).  It was not until the late 1970s, though, that 

product placement was seen as a well organized or a high-profile growth area within 

advertising (“Robert Kovolov,” 1986).  Up to this point, product placement was largely 

considered a by-product of public relations initiatives intended to loan products for use in 

movie production, rather than paying movie producers to feature products 

(Balasubramanian, 1994).  Among issues examined were whether smoking in movies 

could be justified for artistic or creative reasons or if it was an accurate portrayal of the 

real world.  These issues were not concerned with whether a specific tobacco brand was 

obvious in a scene, but with the mere appearance of smoking behaviors at all. 
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Referring to the question of whether movie directors should prevent smoking 

portrayals in their work, noted director Joel Schumacher commented that, “(a famous 

actor) is a role model and, as filmmakers, we have a responsibility.  Even more so in 

child-oriented movies . . . ” (Dutka, 1996, p. F1).  As to whether smoking in movies 

reflected the real world, one study showed that the occurrence of smoking in movies from 

1960 to 1990 was nearly three times that reported in actual population data (Hazan, 

Lipton & Glantz, 1994).  Congress mandated “After January 1, 1971, it shall be unlawful 

to advertise cigarettes and little cigars on any medium of electronic communications 

subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission” (Legal 

Information Institute, 2011, p. 1).  Clearly, however, the new law had no effect on motion 

pictures. 

In the 1980s, however, manufacturers (or firms working on their behalf) began to 

make payments, which were often substantial, in order to have movie producers give 

products favorable exposure in movies (Miller, 1990).  In 1983, tobacco company Brown 

and Williamson agreed to pay Sylvester Stallone $500,000 in exchange for his use of 

their cigarette products in five movies in which Stallone would be starring (Ripslinger, 

1983).  Product placement continued to grow, with an estimated $50 million being spent 

in 1991 on product placements of all kinds (Elliott, 1992).  Further research showed that 

such growth continued even after a voluntary ban on product placement of tobacco 

products in movies in 1988 (Sapolsky & Kinney, 1994; Stockwell & Glantz, 1997; Egan, 

2001).   

One study examined whether the use of product placement for tobacco products in 

movies that ultimately aired on television was designed to circumvent prohibitions 
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against cigarette advertising on television.  Expenditures like those of the magnitude of 

the $350,000 paid by Philip Morris for exposure of Lark cigarettes in the movie License 

to Kill  made it clear that product placement was a definite force in the movie production 

arena and that products associated with the technique stood to gain from its use. 

(Balasubramanian, 1994).   

Several academic studies have suggested that product placement, while not being 

as overt as more traditional advertising methods, had the potential to be a factor in the 

choosing behaviors of viewers who, ultimately, were consumers.  DeLorme and Reid 

(1999) examined how product placement interacted with moviegoers’ perspectives and 

the significance achieved by the brands displayed.  Moviegoers indicated they had a 

stronger relationship with characters that used “their brands.”  Other researchers 

employed content analysis to determine that the mean number of product placements 

embedded in movies for the benefit of national brands was 14 (Sapolsky & Kinney, 

1994).  Karrh (1994) conducted a study to gauge the effectiveness that product placement 

had on brand awareness and whether there was a long-term effect, finding a positive 

impact on the memorability of a brand relative to other brands in the product category.  A 

similar study looked at the effect product placement had on movie audiences and the 

reasoning behind the use of the technique (Vollmers & Mizerski, 1994).  In a follow-up 

study in 1999, DeLorme and Reid analyzed how moviegoers interpreted product 

placement occurrences in relation to their own lives, noting that the effects included an 

enhanced realism and an increased ability to be able to relate to the character, both of 

which aided in the viewer identifying with the character.   
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A trend has been documented upon examining the appearance of smoking 

behaviors in movies, whether through paid placement or not,.  In the decade preceding 

1997, tobacco was used once every 3-5 minutes in sampled movies as compared to once 

every 10-15 minutes in the prior two decades (Stockwell & Glantz, 1997).   

Cumulatively, research showed that there had definitely been an increase in 

product placement since the federally mandated television advertising ban (Miller, 1990; 

Elliott, 1992).  Essentially, it had been shown that the appearance of tobacco products in 

movies had increased since the 1971 mandated ban and the voluntary ban of 1988.  

Product placement has been taking place for many years and does not show any signs of 

slowing, according to the research cited earlier.   

While there has been considerable research in the areas of smoking frequency and 

tobacco product placement in movies, the analysis needed to assess smoking behaviors in 

movies and their influence on smoking onset by adolescents has not been done.  By 

assessing and cataloging different factors which affect the onset of smoking that appear 

in movies, this study will provide further input that may prove useful in determining the 

impact smoking portrayals have on smoking onset.  The availability of that data could 

prove to be important in the ongoing debate of whether movies should be more strictly 

regulated for smoking behaviors.  This study will supply that data. 

Research Questions 

The literature review shows that considerable research has been done in different 

topic areas relevant to this study including (a) factors that affect an adolescent’s decision 

to begin smoking, (b) social modeling as it applies to the relative importance of those 

factors, (c) the impact of movies on social modeling forces, (d) frequency of smoking in 
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movies, (e) trending of frequency, and (f) demand for further governmental regulation of 

smoking in movies.  Much of the research done in the area of tobacco displayed in mass 

media content as a result of product placement has been quantitative, (e.g., how many 

incidents of smoking in movies and how many minutes of on-screen showed tobacco 

products).  What has not been studied, though, is the ways in which smoking behaviors 

appear in recent, top-grossing popular films.  What remains to be done is connecting 

these different topics in order to provide an assessment of, not only the frequency of 

smoking in movies but, the context and landscape in which the smoking occurs as they 

relate to social modeling and the onset of smoking.   

To provide that connection, the study will answer the following question: 

RQ1:  What is the frequency of smoking portrayals in the top-grossing 

American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

Considering Bandura's findings (1971) that witnessing aggressive behavior being 

rewarded prompted children to imitate that behavior, while witnessing aggressive 

behavior being punished deterred imitation of the behavior, and further associating 

reward with the "good guy" and punishment with the "bad guy," the following questions 

are posed: 

RQ2a:  How often is smoking portrayed by a good guy character in the 

top-grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

RQ2b:  How often is smoking portrayed by a bad guy character in the top-

grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

Balasubramanian (1994) showed that the portrayal of positive consequences following 

product use facilitated learning through demonstration of products.  Considering the use 
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of tobacco products by a character in a movie as a demonstration, the following questions 

are posed: 

RQ3a:  How often is smoking portrayed as a positive event in the top-

grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

RQ3b:  How often is smoking portrayed as a negative event in the top-

grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

Botvin, Botvin and Baker (1983) found that eighth-grade students perceived smokers as 

being more attractive to the opposite sex, having more fun with friends and being tough 

in difficult situations.  These characteristics relate to the context of smoking appearances 

in movies.  Thus, the following research questions are posed: 

RQ4a:  How often is smoking portrayed in a social situation in the top-

grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

RQ4b:  How often is smoking portrayed in a sexual situation in the top-

grossing American movies between 2004 and 2008? 

Goldberg’s work (2003) determined that smoking was twice as likely to begin with those 

whose self-image (and demographic profile) lined up most closely with the smokers in 

movies.  It would be useful, then, to pose the following questions: 

RQ5a:  What are the genders of the characters portraying smoking 

behaviors in the top-grossing American movies between 2004 and 

2008? 

RQ5b:  What are the ethnicities of the characters portraying smoking 

behaviors in the top-grossing American movies between 2004 and 

2008? 
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RQ5c:  Are the characters portraying smoking behaviors in the top-

grossing movies American movies between 2004 and 2008 

members of the 12-24 age group (which includes adolescents) that 

dominates movie attendance?  

Botvin, Botvin, Michela, Baker and Filazzola (1983) reported a shift, over time, among 

adolescents whose perceptions of smoking went from being positive to being negative.  If 

the outcomes of characters are related to their smoking behaviors, it is reasonable to pose 

the following questions:  

RQ6a:  Would the ultimate outcome of the smoker be characterized as 

positive in the top-grossing American movies between 2004 and 

2008? 

RQ6b:  Would the ultimate outcome of the smoker be characterized as 

negative in the top-grossing American movies between 2004 and 

2008? 

Pechmann and Shih (1999) reported a tendency among adolescents to perceive smokers 

in movies as being smarter and more successful, thus equating success with 

socioeconomic status. 

RQ7a:  How often is smoking portrayed by a character of higher social or 

socioeconomic status in the top-grossing American movies 

between 2004 and 2008? 

RQ7b:  How often is smoking portrayed by a character of lower social or 

socioeconomic status in the top-grossing American movies 

between 2004 and 2008? 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The study utilizes content analysis to examine top-grossing American movies as a 

means to quantify smoking behaviors depicted in these movies.  In addition to coding for 

frequency of smoking behaviors, the study also analyzes the context in which they occur.  

The specific focus is on factors that may contribute to adolescents starting to smoke.   

The first section of this chapter discusses content analysis, what it is, studies that 

have employed it and why it is the appropriate methodology for this study.  The second 

section details procedures followed in conducting the content analysis.   

Content Analysis 

As researchers have examined the effects of mass communications, one of the 

methods that has been established as a vital tool in understanding those effects has been 

content analysis (Riffe, Lacy & Fico, 1998, p. 3).  Krippendorf’s (1980) definition of 

content analysis focused on reliability and validity, stating “content analysis is a research 

technique for making replicative and valid inferences from data to their context” (p. 21).  

As defined by Berelson (1952), “Content analysis is a research technique for the 

objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of 

communication” (p. 18).  Riffe, Lacy & Fico (1998) expanded on Berelson’s definition, 

writing content analysis was, “The systematic assignment of communications content to 

categories according to rules, and the analysis of relationships involving those categories
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 using statistical methods” (p. 18).  These systematic and context-driven natures of 

content analysis are particularly appropriate for an assessment of movies. 

Content analysis is an appropriate research method to use in the study because it 

is a nonreactive measurement technique that recognizes that “messages are separate and 

apart from communicators and receivers (Riffe et al, 1998, p. 30).  In addition, content 

analysis allows large amounts of data to be reduced to numbers, while still retaining 

distinctive information (Riffe et al, 1998).  In this instance, the method will distill data 

from more than 100 hours of content into a manageable set of results. 

Content analysis has been used extensively in mass communications studies and 

has become a method of choice among researchers.  Of studies published in the Journal 

of Broadcasting & Electronic Media (JOBEM) in the 1950s, less than 3% of studies used 

content analysis.  This number has steadily risen since that time: during the period from 

1956 to 2001, 15.6% of JOBEM studies employed content analysis and, in 2001, more 

than 39% were content analyses (Dupagne, Carroll & Campbell, 2005).  In the subject 

area of this study, tobacco in media content, content analysis has been used extensively in 

the research cited in this document.  The early work of Hazan, Lipton and Glantz (1994) 

employed content analysis, as did Glantz’ later work at the Center for Tobacco Control 

Research and Education (Polansky & Glantz, 2004).  Separate research by Sargent, 

Tickle, Beach, Dalton, Ahrens and Heatherton (2001) also made use of content analysis 

to assess smoking behaviors in movies.    

Sample 

The top ten grossing domestic movies for the five-year period spanning 2004 to 

2008 comprise the sample population.  Only movies with ratings of G, PG, PG-13, or R, 
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as listed by worldwideboxoffice.com, were included in the sample population.  The G 

rating is used for movies intended for all audiences.  A PG rating denotes that some 

parental guidance is suggested, while a PG-13 rating signifies that parents are strongly 

cautioned that some material may be inappropriate for children under 13.  The R rating 

requires that children under the age of 17 be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.  

(Use of the ratings classifications to stratify the sample will restrict the analysis to movies 

that would be nominally accessible to adolescents.)  The movie ratings system now in use 

(see Appendix A) originated in 1968.  It was intended as a means by which parents could 

receive advance information about films in order to decide what movies their children 

should or should not see (“Reasons for Movie Ratings,” 2005).  While it could be argued 

that R-rated movies, by their nature, are generally off-limits for adolescent viewing in 

theaters and should not have been a part of this study, they are ultimately seen on 

television (whether via broadcast, cable and satellite) by adolescents and smoking 

behaviors are not typically edited out for these purposes, as are scenes with significant 

sex, violence and adult language.  Therefore, study includes R-rated movies in order to 

align results with the issue of adolescent exposure to smoking behaviors. 

Procedures 

Content analysis was used to determine the context in which tobacco products 

were used by movie characters.  The selection of movies for analysis used a variation of 

the techniques developed by Sargent et al. in their 2001 study.  For the purposes of this 

study, the sample population consists of 50 movies.   

Whether a smoking event was coded depended on whether the character was 

determined to be a principal, supporting or minor character.  The definitions developed 
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by Smith (1999) were used to make the determinations.  A principal character is one 

around whom the plot centers and whose presence is essential to the story; and a 

supporting character is one who has a significant relationship with and active impact on 

some aspect of the principal character’s life.  Events involving these types of characters 

were coded.  A minor character is one who has no active impact on the story and events 

involving this type of character were not coded. 

Coding for the different contextual factors followed the work of previous studies 

involving content analysis of movies which included coding for variables such as, (a) 

good guy vs. bad guy (Escamilla et al., 2000; McIntosh et al. 2003), (b) portrayal of 

smoking as a positive or negative event (Stockwell & Glantz, 1997), (c) social or sexual 

situation (Escamilla et al., 2000; Kunkel et al., 2007), (d) smoker’s gender and (e) 

smoker’s ethnicity (Stockwell & Glantz, 1997), (f) smoker’s age, (g) ultimate outcome of 

smoker, and (h) perceived social or socioeconomic status of smoker (Hazan & Glantz, 

1995). 

Good guy versus bad guy coding utilized the Goodness scale of McIntosh, 

Murray and Murray, which ranges from 0 for extremely immoral (e.g., mass murderer) to 

10 for extremely moral or saintly (e.g., clergy member) (2003).  Coding of the smoker’s 

ultimate outcome also followed the work of McIntosh et al., by using a scale that starts at 

0 (extremely negative, e.g., death) and ends at 10 (extremely positive, e.g., struck it rich 

and “lived happily ever after”), with a rating of 5 indicating no change in the smoker’s 

circumstances (2003).  The coding of age was based on whether the smoker was clearly 

of a secondary or post-secondary school age, and whether their occupation was that of 

someone typically older than the mid-20s.  The coding of socioeconomic status used a 
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scale ranging from 0 (extremely poor, lower class) to 10 (extremely rich, upper class) as 

developed by McIntosh, et al. (2003).   

Coded movies were viewed using DVD copies obtained from either a local outlet 

or mail order service of a national video rental chain.  In all cases, the theatrical release 

was coded instead of any special editions (e.g., a director’s cut or an unrated version). 

Coders jointly viewed four movies that were not part of the sample as a training 

session, during which discussions were had concerning the procedures to be used.  This 

method was used by McIntosh, Murray and Murray (2003) in their study.  This activity 

also validated the codebook’s definitions in terms of clarity about recorded incidents.  An 

inter-coder reliability test was performed on a small sample of scenes, with 0.90 

agreement found among coders. As inter-coder reliability values above 0.80 are viewed 

as “almost perfect” agreement, these results provided confidence in the coding of these 

scenes (Landis & Koch, 1977, p. 165). 

Reliability 

By definition, intercoder reliability "is a matter of whether a particular technique, 

applied repeatedly to the same object, would yield the same result each time" (Babbie, 

1995).  As stated above, agreement was measured at 90%, which justified having each 

movie viewed by only one coder, as was done in Stockwell and Glantz’ study involving 

tobacco use in movies (1997).   

Data Analysis 

In addition to descriptive statistics, chi-square analysis was conducted on the data.  

Chi-square is suitable for the analysis of categorical data, which is the type of data that 

was gathered using content analysis in this study. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

The purpose of this study was to inventory depictions of smoking in movies in 

order to better gauge the potential those depictions have to impact the initiation of 

adolescent smoking.  Additionally, the study results will contribute to the discussion of 

whether the movie rating system should factor in such depictions more strongly.  It 

should be noted that, after completing the content analysis, RQ4b, concerning sexual 

portrayals while smoking, was eliminated as there were no examples found.   

The frequency of smoking incidents in movies has been a typical measurement.  

In this study, of the 50 movies in the sample, 14 (28%) had smoking incidents [see Table 

1].  Some movies had more than one incident, which brought the total number of 

incidents to 36.  Additionally, out of 6,033 minutes running time for all 50 movies, those 

36 incidents accounted for six minutes of smoking or one-tenth of one percent of the total 

screen time.   

Of the 36 smoking incidents coded, 16 (44%) involved a good guy character [see 

Table 2].  These characters ranged from the kindly professor in The Tales of Narnia, to 

Lois Lane in Superman Returns to Wolverine, playing the part of the anti-hero in X3: X-

Men – The Last Stand.  In the latter two instances, the characters knew (and tacitly 

acknowledged) that smoking was not good for them, mitigating the portrayal being made 

by a positive role model.  Based on an expectation that half of the characters would be 
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Table 1   
 
Movies That Contained Smoking Incidents 

 
Movie Title     Number of Incidents 

 

The Chronicles of Narnia:  The Lion,   
The Witch, and The Wardrobe 1 

Dark Knight 1 

The DaVinci Code 1 

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of 
the Crystal Skull 2 

Iron Man 4 

King Kong 11 

Mr. and Mrs. Smith 1 

The Pursuit of Happyness 2 

Quantum of Solace 1 

Spider-Man 2 4 

Spider-Man 3 1 

Superman Returns 4 

Wedding Crashers 2 

X-Men 3:  The Last Stand 1 

 
 

Table 2 
 
Good Guy versus Bad Guy Portrayals 

 
Portrayal Type Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Good Guy 16(44%) 18(50%) 
 
Bad Guy 20(56%) 18(50%) 

 
 (χ2[df=1]=.44, ns) 
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good guys, an insignificant difference was found (χ
2[df=1]=.44, ns), indicating there was 

no particular bias in character type that smoked. 

Bad guy characters accounted for 20 (56%) of the smoking incidents coded.  

These characters covered a broad spectrum.  Although classified as a bad guy, the 

newspaper editor in Spider-Man 2 (as well as its sequel) merely made life more 

unpleasant for Peter Parker, whereas a character such as Dr. Octopus was bent on 

destroying and killing Spider-Man (the hero), much like Lex Luthor was determined to 

kill Superman.  With bad guys, smoking generally occurred as they were hatching their 

evil plans or making a grand pronouncement.  Still, the difference between the numbers 

of portrayals of good guys and bad guys was not statistically significant. 

Since the study considered social modeling factors, it was reasonable to look at 

whether the smoking events occurred in situations that could be considered positive or 

negative (RQ3a and RQ3b), as the context would color the impact on the viewer.  Of the 

36 recorded events, negative smoking events accounted for 26 (72%) of those recorded 

and included those in Superman Returns, King Kong, and Dark Knight during which 

villains or bad guys were hatching their plots [see Table 3].  Seven events (20%) were 

comprised of five events that mixed positive and negative elements and two events that 

were neutral.  The remaining three (8%) were positive.  These included two scenes in The 

Wedding Crashers in which Owen Wilson’s and Christopher Walken’s characters first 

meet and establish a collegial relationship over cigars.  Due to overall small n, the 

researcher could not use a chi-square to determine whether there was a significant 

difference in how smoking events were portrayed.   
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Table 3   
 
Positive or Negative Contexts of Smoking Incidents 

 
Context Type Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Positive 3(8%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Negative 26(72%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Mixed/Neutral 7(20%) 12(33.3%)  
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RQ4a dealt with whether the smoker was in the company of others (in a social situation) 

or was alone.  The premise was that if smoking were depicted as a solitary, anti-social 

activity, it would not be a desirable behavior in terms of social modeling.  In 34 instances 

(94%), the character smoking was with other characters (but generally was the only 

smoker) or was smoking along with others [see Table 4].  In those instances such as in 

Spider-Man 2, the lead villain and his henchmen were smoking together.  Only twice 

(6%), was the character smoking alone.  Due to overall small n, the researcher could not 

use a chi-square to determine whether there was a significant difference in how smoking 

events were portrayed. 

Since social modeling theory suggests self-identification as a factor that affects 

the viewer’s alignment with a character, RQ5a considered the gender of the smoker.  

Males smoking made up 32 (89%) incidents [see Table 5].  In four instances (11%), the 

character smoking was a female.    Since females make up 48% of the smoking 

population in the United States (“Cigarette smoking statistics”, 2008) the low number of 

female smokers was not aligned with actual behaviors.  Additionally, only one female 

character (the wife/mother in The Pursuit of Happyness) was coded as a bad guy.  Due to 

overall small n, the researcher could not use a chi-square to determine whether there was 

a significant difference in how smoking events were portrayed. 

RQ5b examined the ethnicity of smoking characters.  In all but one instance, 35 

(97%) smokers depicted in the movies coded were Caucasian [see Table 6].  In the one 

exception, the character was an African-American.  In reality, Caucasians actually 

account for just 80% of the U.S. population, African-Americans account for 13% and 

other ethnicities make up the remaining 7%.  Due to overall small n, the researcher could  
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Table 4 

Smoking in Social Situations 

 
Context Type Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Social (with others) 34(94%) 18(50%) 
 
Alone 2(6%) 18(50%) 

 
 

Table 5 

Gender of Smoker 

 
Gender Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Female 4(11%) 18(50%) 
 
Male 32(89%) 18(50%) 

 
 

Table 6 

Ethnicity of Smoker 

 
Ethnicity Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
African-American 1(3%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Caucasian 35(97%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Other 0(0%) 12(33.3%) 
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The final facet of self-identification had to do with the age of the smoking character 

(RQ5c).  Since adolescents fall into the pre-dominant movie-attending age group of 12-

24 year olds, it was important to assess how many smoking incidents involved that age 

group.  Even recorded smoking incidents involved characters of 12-24 years [see Table 

7].  Due to overall small n, the researcher could not use a chi-square to determine whether 

there was a significant difference in how smoking events were portrayed. 

Referring again to the work of Bandura, which examined the influence of reward 

(or punishment) for good (or bad) behavior in terms of viewer actions, RQ6a and RQ6b 

assessed whether smoking characters ultimately had good or bad outcomes.  Of the 36 

incidents of smoking, there were 20 (55%) incidents in which characters experienced 

negative outcomes [see Table 8], and many showed characters who experienced the 

ultimate negative outcome of being killed.  Those characters usually were killed in very 

dramatic fashion, often at the hands of the good guy character.  Or, as in the case of 

Linda, the mother character in The Pursuit of Happyness, her outcome was abandonment 

of her child and family.  Not nearly as spectacular an end, but definitely very negative.  

There was a significant difference in the number of smoking events that were connected 

to negative outcomes (χ2[df=2]=8.4, p<.02).  Nine incidents (25%) portrayed a character 

who ultimately achieved success and had a positive outcome.  These ranged from 

Wolverine (Hugh Jackman), in X3: X-Men – The Last Stand, defeating the villains to 

John Beckwith (Owen Wilson), in Wedding Crashers, getting the pretty girl and finding 

true love.  The remaining seven (20%) incidents depicted a character that had no 

significant change in status quo.   
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Table 7 

Age of Smoker 

 
Age Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
12-24 years 0(0%) 18(50%) 
 
25+ years 36(100%) 18(50%) 

 
 

Table 8 

Outcome of Smoker 

 
Outcome Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Positive 9(25%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Negative 20(55%) 12(33.3%) 
 
No Change 7(20%) 12(33.3%) 

 
(χ2[df=2]=8.2, p<.02) 
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The socio-economic status of characters was also examined, in RQ7a and 7b.  In 

14 (38%) incidents, the characters that were smoking were upper/upper middle class, in 

that they were well-to-do or had a high-level job [see Table 9].  The character of Obadiah 

Stane (Jeff Bridges) in Iron Man was an immensely successful and rich corporate titan.  

Similarly, Christopher Walken played the role of a Treasury Secretary in Wedding 

Crashers.  Interestingly, both smoked cigars in their portrayals of powerful characters.  

An additional 11 (31%) incidents involved characters who were middle class.  These 

ranged from Lois Lane in Superman Returns to John Beckwith in Wedding Crashers, 

(both aspirational characters) to mob henchmen in The Dark Knight and bad guys in 

Indiana Jones, who also were trying to get ahead.  Incidents involving characters who 

were working class/lower class totaled 11 (31%).  These characters included, among 

others, a cab driver in Superman Returns, henchmen for the bad guys in Spider-Man 2, 

and the cook on a tramp steamer in King Kong.  Due to overall small n, the researcher 

could not use a chi-square to determine whether there was a significant difference in how 

smoking events were portrayed. 
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Table 9 

Socio-economic Status of Smoker 

 
Outcome Frequency(%) Expected(%) 

 
Upper Class 14(38%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Middle Class 11(31%) 12(33.3%) 
 
Working/lower Class 11(31%) 12(33.3%) 
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CHAPTER V 

IMPLICATIONS 

Summary 

This study was conducted to assess the context of smoking incidents in box office 

top-ten, domestic movies in terms of how the behaviors exhibited related to social 

modeling factors that might influence whether adolescents initiated smoking.  Unlike 

other studies which focused solely on the frequency with which smoking incidents 

occurred, this study noted the frequency but also determined the context.  By viewing the 

incidents in terms of context, it was possible to make inferences as to whether these 

incidents would contribute to smoking initiation or, conversely, would deter smoking 

initiation.  The study examined the top ten movies of the period running from 2004 to 

2008.  In general terms, there were not as many incidents as were expected, to the point 

that the data concerning some research questions were not sufficient to draw statistically 

significant conclusions.  However, the data did point out some notable issues. 

Discussion 

 The most important observation deals with Research Question 1 and the details 

concerning the frequency of smoking portrayal.  At first glance, the fact that 14 (28%) of 

the movies examined did contain at least one smoking portrayal would suggest that a lot 

of smoking goes on in movies and that there should be a concern.  A closer analysis, 

though, shows that the amount of time during which smoking appeared on the screen was 

only one-tenth of one percent of the total screen time for all 50 movies.  Put another way, 

99.9% of the total running time of the 50 movies examined did not contain any smoking 
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incidents.  This suggests that the issue about smoking in movies is much ado about 

nothing. 

What this study’s results cannot address is why there is so little smoking in 

movies.  The amount of smoking in movies does not appear to mirror the real world.  

Why, then, do directors choose to not have characters smoke?  One possibility is that 

directors are acutely aware of the negative publicity that movie smoking has received and 

have consciously chosen to avoid association with the negative issue in order to not 

offend the movie-going public.  The expressed stance of some directors is that whether a 

character smokes or not is a creative decision and not one that should be subject to the 

MPAA system, which some feel is a form of censorship.  In practical terms, though, the 

reality is that directors of major motion pictures are not likely to choose a character being 

able to smoke over the revenue that an inoffensive movie can produce.   

Setting aside the topic of frequency of smoking, it is important to examine the 

findings in terms of social modeling and whether the context of smoking incidents is 

notable.  Research Questions 6a and 6b, which considered the ultimate outcome of 

smokers, related to the work of Botvin which described how adolescents’ perceptions of 

smoking as being a positive or negative event changed over time.  If the smoking 

character had a negative outcome, that result would color the perception of smoking 

negatively.  These questions (and their results) also lead to a compelling observation 

which ties back to Bandura’s work.  The Rocky and Johnny films study showed that 

children who witnessed aggressive (read negative) behavior being punished did not 

imitate that behavior  With more than half of the smokers in the movies viewed reaching 

negative outcomes (including very dramatic, violent deaths), the message was very clear 
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that bad behavior (read smoking) results in bad outcomes.  With negative outcomes 

outweighing positive outcomes by more than 2:1, these kinds of portrayals presented an 

anti-smoking message that is very meaningful to adolescents.  In light of this significant 

finding (χ2[df=2]=8.2, p<.02), the appearance of smoking behaviors in movies could 

actually be considered a deterrent to smoking initiation.  Allowing adolescents to see 

such portrayals (instead of shielding them from such movies through a more restrictive 

rating system) might be considered beneficial in the effort to stop adolescent smoking.   

Although the findings were not statistically significant, it is worth noting that a 

majority (56%) of the smoking portrayals depicted bad guys, as examined by Research 

Questions 2a and 2b.  Just the mere fact that there were more bad guys (truly bad guys, 

not just anti-heroes) reinforces the concept that what smoking incidents there were (most 

of them involving bad guys) may have actually had a deterrent effect due to their 

association with the bad guy characters.  Citing Bandura’s work again, reward was 

associated with the good guy and punishment was associated with the bad guy.  In the 

end, though, the notion that a character’s “goodness” or “badness” would have a major 

contribution to modeling effects adolescents experienced from watching the movies 

analyzed was not supported.  This is important in how it relates to efforts to limit 

(through more restrictive MPAA ratings) adolescents’ exposure to smoking depictions, 

presumably by potential role models. 

In terms of social modeling (as represented by Goldberg’s findings concerning the 

alignment of an adolescent’s self-image (and demographic profile) with smokers in 

movies as a determinant of smoking initiation), the fact that there were not any smoking 

incidents that featured adolescents is more notable.  Research Questions 5a, 5b and 5c 
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explored the premise that viewers who see people like themselves engaging in certain 

behaviors are more likely to also engage in those behaviors.  In that sense, the absence of 

adolescent smoking in the movies viewed suggests that the smoking that did occur 

(which was by adults) had little impact on adolescents viewing those movies.  Again, 

while the study’s findings cannot conclusively determine why there is an absence of 

adolescent smoking, it is reasonable to surmise that movie directors (who are sensitive to 

critical remarks and their impact on box-office revenues) chose not to have adolescent 

characters smoking in their movies in order to protect profits. 

A similar situation was seen in the areas of gender and ethnicity of smokers.  

While the data was not sufficient to use chi-square to determine whether there were 

significant differences, the observations were that smokers in movies were overwhelming 

Caucasian and male, circumstances that do not mirror the real world.  Again, the 

misalignment between the smoking characters and the self-image of those moviegoers 

who weren’t Caucasian or male would likely minimize the social modeling effect of 

viewing smoking.   

The results for Research Questions 3a and 3b could not be tested for significance, 

but did show that a majority of the smoking events were in a negative situation or 

context.  This ties to Balasubramanian’s work that considered the circumstances under 

which a product (in this case, tobacco) was demonstrated and the consequences of that 

product use as a facilitator of learning about using the product.  For adolescents who do 

not yet know the nuances of smoking, observing smoking as being something that 

happens in a negative setting would likely serve as a deterrent. 
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Research Question 4a examined whether the smoking incidents occurred in a 

social situation, following on Botvin’s work that studied the concept of adolescents 

equating smoking with having more fun with friends.  While the results did not allow chi-

square analysis to be performed, the fact that all but two of the 36 incidents recorded 

depicted smokers within a social situation.  It is worth mentioning, though, that in most 

cases, the smoker was with people but was the only person smoking, which would 

portray smoking as a solitary activity.  Research Question 4b continued on the Botvin 

tangent (which equated smoking with being more attractive to the opposite sex, in 

adolescents’ eyes) and examined whether smoking occurred in a sexual situation.  As 

there were no recorded incidents involving sexual situations, that question was dropped 

from the findings and the analysis.    

The connection between perceived intelligence, success and socioeconomic status 

of smokers was explored in Pechmann’s work, which suggested that adolescents saw 

smokers as ranking higher in all three measures.  Research Questions 7a and 7b sought to 

determine whether smoking characters were of a higher or lower social status.  The 

results were not sufficient to run chi-square analysis for these questions, but the 

observation was that the smoking incidents were relatively evenly spread among upper 

class, middle class and working class characters 

What could not be determined by this study was what the driving forces were that 

resulted in the limiting of smoking portrayals, but there is room for speculation.  There is 

substantial research that shows there is an undesirable connection between movie 

smoking and adolescent initiation of smoking. Given the publicity about that connection 

and public outcry about smoking in the movies, it is reasonable to assume that movie 
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directors are aware of the issue and have responded accordingly.  Perhaps directors are 

aware of the consequences (an “R” rating) of characters smoking and, fearing that result, 

make a decision based on the economics of fewer ticket sales to adolescents.  It may be 

that in the interests of commerce, directors are forsaking the creative license that might 

otherwise prompt them to have a character smoke.  While filmmaking is a creative 

expression, it is also a big industry and directors are very sensitive to ticket sales and any 

factors that can negatively impact revenues.  Regardless, the very small amount of 

smoking on-screen time suggests the overarching notion that the total exposure of 

adolescent viewers to smoking portrayals, whatever the context, is insignificant. 

Study Limitations 

The study examined the top-ten grossing domestic movies for a five-year period, 

based on the premise that adolescents (among the predominant age group that attends 

movies) were more likely to have seen movies that were among the more popular.  It 

might be, though, that a director’s decision to have characters smoke or not could be 

affected by a desire to curtail offensive behaviors, i.e., smoking, in an attempt to 

maximize box office returns.  The results of the study might have been different if less-

popular movies had been studied or if the sample had included more movies from each 

year.  That is, movies that are produced in hopes of big box office returns might be less 

likely to include smoking and incur an “R” rating, where movies that are more strongly 

driven by the creative intent of the director might be less concerned about the pressure to 

avoid smoking.  Consider, though, a movie such as Pulp Fiction, which had extensive 

smoking scenes.  Granted, it was released in 1994 (well before the 2007 MPAA change) 
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and was rated “R” for many other reasons, but it also came in as number 10 in the top-

grossing movies for that year. 

Likewise, the sample viewed was comprised of releases by major, domestic 

producers.  An assessment that included independent films (which are, presumably, less 

concerned about receiving an “R” rating) may have seen more smoking incidents and 

yielded different results.  Similarly, foreign films might have had a greater degree of 

smoking given different attitudes and social mores about smoking that are found in other 

countries.   

Ultimately, there were a limited number of coded, smoking incidents in the 

movies that were screened.  This did prevent chi-square tests from being performed for 

some of the research questions. 

Future Research 

The debate continues as to whether movies should be rated as critically for the 

presence of smoking portrayals as they are for sexual content, violence, language or drug 

use.  In response to that debate and calls for action, a modification to the rating system 

used by the MPAA was instituted in 2007 that began to factor in smoking portrayals, 

based on:  (a)the pervasiveness of smoking, (b)whether smoking is glamorized or not 

through on-screen portrayals, and (c)the context, historical or not, in which smoking 

occurs (“MPAA Makes Smoking Bigger Factor in Ratings”, 2007). 

Proponents of tougher restrictions felt the revised system did not go far enough 

and would not make a difference.  The MPAA believed, though, that in revising the 

system they were acknowledging an awareness of smoking as a health issue from which 

adolescents should be protected.  Opponents of the stricter rating system felt mandating 
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that a director’s decisions to include smoking portrayals would automatically incur an R 

rating equated to censorship. 

It would be interesting to research filmmakers’ attitudes and philosophies to better 

gauge whether their decisions to include (or exclude) smoking behaviors were based on 

creative factors or economic factors.  That research would most likely be difficult 

because a director’s motives might not be something that they cared to openly discuss, 

especially in light of the contentious nature of the issue. 

As stated above, it would be helpful to catalog additional years’ movies since the 

MPAA system changed in 2007 to determine if there is, in fact, a decreasing trend in 

smoking portrayals which might indicate that a reduction of portrayals has occurred that 

could be linked to the change.  This might provide evidence that the current system is 

working and that more dramatic restrictions are unnecessary.  Conversely, further data 

could reveal that the decrease noted in this study was not the beginning of a trend and 

that further restrictions might be desirable. 

This study suggests that smoking portrayals cataloged in the five years under 

consideration were not universally of the type that encourage smoking initiation or 

reinforce smoking habits in adolescents.  Countering factors observed were the limited 

positive portrayals and positive outcomes experienced by smokers.  More often, the 

portrayals were those likely to discourage smoking in light of social modeling forces that 

were in play (e.g., negative situations), negative social implications and, most 

importantly, highly negative outcomes.  These aspects, coupled with the finding that 

smoking portrayals in movies were limited to a very minute part of the total movie 
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experience, suggests that proposed restrictions of a more dramatic nature are unwarranted 

and would have little practical impact if implemented.   
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APPPENDIX A 
 

 
 
MPAA Movie Ratings System (2008) 
 

 
Designation Meaning 

 
 
G General Audiences/All Ages Admitted 
PG Parental Guidance Suggested. Some Material May Not Be Suitable For 

Children. 
PG-13 Parents Strongly Cautioned.  Some Material May Be Inappropriate For 

Children Under 13 
R Restricted, Under 17 Requires Accompanying Parent Or Adult Guardian. 
NC-17 No One 17 And Under Admitted 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Top Ten Grossing Domestic Movies 2004-2008 
(Movies listed in rank order) 

 

Year  Title 

  

2004   

  Shrek 2  

  Spider-Man 2  

  The Passion of the Christ  

  Meet the Fockers  

  The Incredibles  

  Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban  

  The Day After Tomorrow  

  The Bourne Supremacy  

  The Polar Express  

  National Treasure  

2005   

  Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith  

  The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe  

  Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire  

  War of the Worlds  

  King Kong  

  Wedding Crashers  
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  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  

  Batman Begins  

  Madagascar  

  Mr. & Mrs. Smith  

2006   

  Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest  

  Night at the Museum  

  Cars  

  X-Men: The Last Stand  

  The Da Vinci Code  

  Superman Returns  

  Happy Feet  

  Ice Age: The Meltdown  

  Casino Royale  

  The Pursuit of Happyness  

2007   

  Spider-Man 3 

  Shrek the Third 

  Transformers 

  Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End  

  Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 

  I Am Legend  

  The Bourne Ultimatum  

  National Treasure: Book of Secrets  

  Alvin and the Chipmunks  
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  Ratatouille  

2008   

  The Dark Knight 

  Iron Man 

  Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull 

  Hancock 

  WALL·E 

  Kung Fu Panda 

  Twilight 

  Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa 

  Quantum of Solace 

  Horton Hears a Who! 
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